Container Tracker

Get the full picture: complete, verified, on-demand.
A complete view

You need clear and current visibility of container movements to complete trade finance checks and verify customer documentation. It’s essential to keep you compliant, avoid penalties and protect your organisation’s reputation. But finding this vital information can be drawn-out and inefficient.

Now there is a unique, on-demand solution. One that lets you access complete and verified container movement and bill of lading data to complete your audit trail – all at the touch of a button.

The right data, right now.

Lloyd’s List Intelligence Container Tracker offers robust, end-to-end container data from the industry’s most trusted network, giving you everything you need quickly, simply and efficiently.

Container Tracker gives you...

- Onscreen maps with voyage outlines
- Alerts if a sanction is breached
- Access to LLI experts*
- Downloadable reports
- A complete view of the vessels that have carried the container

A simple all-in-one interface

Data on all port callings between load and discharge

Container:
- details
- transhipment
- load
- discharge
- movements

Vessel:
- details
- inspections
- casualties
- ownership
- movements

*Additional transhipment query service subscription required
Complete checks in minutes, not hours
Transform your compliance process. Complete trade finance checks, validate container movements and track vessel ports of call simply and quickly.

Track containers, not just ships
Simplify transhipment tracking with end-to-end downloadable data trails on containers – by container number or Bill of Lading.

Get the micro view
Drill down into vessel ownership data and other fine detail if and when you need it.

One clear picture
Stop wasting time searching multiple websites and data sources. Get the complete view of container and vessel movements in one place.

Help when you need it
Get answers to your questions within 24 hours, with access to experienced maritime experts.*

Download the evidence
Build your audit trail with confidence with downloadable reports in a variety of formats, including specific end-to-end transhipment reports.

Avoid penalties, protect your reputation
Stay on top of potential issues with sanction breach alerts on potential risks.

*Additional transhipment query service subscription required
Building you better data.

Our data is built on a combination of exclusive independent data sources, advanced data management and a global network of experienced experts. All of which means you can meet your obligations quickly, efficiently and confidently.

Exclusive data sources
We source trusted, reliable and independent data from exclusive partnerships, as well as our own robust systems and terrestrial AIS network.

Advanced data management
We use a mix of machine learning, advanced algorithms and experience to pinpoint the most accurate and informative data points.

Experts on the ground
Our global team of experts validate and input exclusive data.

Data like no other.
To find out more about contact us on:

America Tel: +1 646 265 1875
EMEA Tel: +44 (0)20 7017 5392
APAC Tel: +65 6989 6605
lloydslistintelligence.com/containertracker

Lloyd’s List Intelligence is a part of Informa PLC, a FTSE 100 business with a presence in 30 countries providing events, intelligence, and scholarly publishing.